WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS?

You are invited to participate in a research survey led by the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI). The research is examining the possible effects of vehicle automation on the public transportation workforce.

We're looking for transit employees who work in bus operations, maintenance, management, and administration, including:

- Operators
- Mechanics and Technicians
- Fuelers and Cleaners
- Supervisors
- Trainers
- Dispatchers
- Planners/Schedulers
- Managers
- Police and Security Personnel
- Others

The survey should take less than 15 minutes.
Go to https://tinyurl.com/TransitAutomation to start the survey or scan the QR code on this flyer.

Participation is voluntary and confidential.
Questions about the survey or the research?
Contact Michael J. Walk at m-walk@tti.tamu.edu or at 512-407-1135.